
T H E NAME OF D E M E T E R 

I do not propose to add to the long list of «solutions» to this 
riddle. A/lost recently, A. J . Van Windekens1 has added his name 
to the mournful series. I propose instead to point out where, as it 
seems to me, the realistic possibilities lie. 

The ultimate etymon of the first element seems to me, at the 
present state of our knowledge, in principle uncertain, perhaps 
unknowable. It may be pre-Indo-European; it may (with Heubeck) 
be «pre-Greek», perhaps even (with Pisani and Georgiev) «II-
lyrian» (whatever that is); it may even be good Greek, either 
with an otherwise unattested root or with a disguised shape of 
a well-known root. 

Van Windekens agrees essentially with Kretschmer and Frisk 
in rejecting *dem- 'house', which was advocated by Fick-Bechtel 
and Ehrlich. Instead, he would replace this by an equally inap
propriate guess2, *dê(i)- 'divide, distribute, (ap)portion, e t c ' 
Hence we would have 'Mère de la portion, de la nourriture' . 
The semantic trouble here is that we are faced with a specializa
tion of sense lhat is by no means certain or motivated. 

Formally, in order to justify the necessary pre-forms in the 
various dialects, Van Windekens must start from *dëiâ-, *dâiâ-, 
and *daio-. Apart from the fact that he has already dismissed 
the gemination in the Thessalian foim on the weak argument 
of «expressive gemination»3, this multiple of sources is less eco
nomical as a solution than others which have been proposed. 

Other arguments have attributed the etymon to the set repre
sented by x^wv, Phrygian TSav-, and the like. If this is so, of 
course the source must be «pre-Greek»; but then, as will be seen 

1 Die Sprache 12.94-7, 1966. For references to earlier work, see this last, and the 
entry in Hj. Frisk, GEW 1.379-80. 

2 Op. cit. 96. 
3 Op. cit. 95. 
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below and in agreement with Van Windekens's objections on 
the probable fate of -v|i-4, there is no trace of the nasal. On this 
score, it is worth pointing out that the Albanian dhe, often ad
duced5, is by no means of certain affinity here. The Albanian 
initial is, of course, quite ambiguous; *d(h)- or *g(h)- would do 
equally well, and alongside Albanian dje 'yesterday' an IE *dgh-
(Hittite degan, gen. d(a)gnas) is phonologically quite without 
parallel. But what is not normally brought out is that the vocalism 
and final of the Albanian word are also highly problematic. 
Alb. e {not diphthongized ie) goes back plausibly to *<?. But there 
is no trace of the nasal. The usual definite form of this masculine 
vowel-stem is dheu £the earth'. We might have expected, to match 
ydck>v, humus, Skt. ksam-, something on the order of *dhem(ë), 
or Geg. *dhê-ni6 Tosk *dhë-ri. Thus, Albanian dhe looks super
ficially like *(d)gho~- or a longer dissyllable containing some such 
vocalism and an intervocalic voiced obstruent. 

Finally, to make matters worse, yfj y a could also be related 
to Albanian dhe (and then to a pre-Greek Act-), but it is of course 
itself quite opaque, as Frisk flatly states7. 

Let us, then, abandon for now guessing at what this ambi
guous etymon might be. Instead, let us inspect the internal Greek 
probabilities. 

Van Windekens insists rightly that we must take full account 
of the variants attested in the ancient dialects; it is a pity that 
as yet no sure direct Mycenaean evidence has come to light, but 
more on this below. But, in speaking of the variants, Van Win-

4 Op. cit. 94. 
5 See Frisk 379. 
6 I assert this despite the fact that we actually find in the isolated Geg. dialect of 

Arbanasi (earlier Borgo Erizzo), near Zadar in Croatia, the form le-ni (G. Ta
gliavini, L'albanese di Dalmazia, Firenze 1937, 170), and in the Krajina dialects 
north of Scutari the form lê-ni (I. Ajeti, Istorijski razvitak gegijskog govora Arbanasa 

kod ^adra, Sarajevo 1961, 128-9). These North Geg. dialects have extended the 
use of -n- in the definite form of such monosyllables, as also in mi 'mouse'. The 
plural dhena, Tosk dhera, is a productive type that proves nothing in this regard. 

7 GEW 1.303. Tagliavini, op. laud. 170, summarizes the equations made by Meyer, 
Pedersen, and Baric with y a and with yQá>v (the latter preferred) without bring
ing out these difficulties. 
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dekens makes the puzzling statement8 «...0 en face d 'un ancien 
â n 'entre pas dans le cadre des alternances apophoniques». And 
again9 «dans le domaine de l 'apophonie 5 de Aco- est inconciliable 
avec â de Aâ-, An-». Surely, this conclusion is in any case un
justified. If, provisionally, we agree with Van Windekens that 
Thessalian Aau|i- represents gemination of some sort, we may 
equate Attic-Ionic Ar)- = Doric Aâ- ~ Aeolic Aco- ~ Thessalian 
*Aa- exactly to the series qyr|ui : cpcovri : ÇCCTOÇ etc.10. That is, we 
have â : co : â < *â : 5 : 9, or *as : od : d. This is a perfectly res
pectable IE ablaut series that may be expressed in laryngeal 
terms as *deHa- : doHa : dHa~. If that were so, the root would 
be *dd-, or *deHa-, But, though this is formally possible, a weak
ness still remains in the fact that we cannot directly motivate the 
ablaut alternation any better than Van Windekens's multiple base-
and-suffix formations. For that reason, and because I still find a 
gratuitous gemination in Thessalian unsatisfying, I reject for 
the present this possibility. 

The Greek foims that must be accommodated are Attic-Ionic 
AriuriTrip = Doric etc. Aauorrrip, Thessalian AauucnT|p, East 
Aeolic Acoiiorrrip. Heubeck, pace Van Windekens, is clearly 
on solid ground in urging that the Thessalian form points to an 
assimilated consonant. That is, we have a situation parallel to 
Thess. ¿cuas, Doric â|is-, Attic-Ionic r)ue- (1st pi. pronoun) < *aau£; 
and Lesb. creAávvcc, Doric crsAává, Attic-Ionic asArivr|. Thus, we 
have, as Ehrlich posited, *Aa<7-uáTrip; but there is no necessity 
to follow him in deriving *ACCCT- from *dms-, genitive of *dem-. 

On the other hand, if we are to harmonize AGO- with this, 
the only possibility seems to be a contraction of *Acco-. The evi
dence for this is summarized below, where it is shown that the 
form must moreover be *Aoc5- and not *Aao-. Now, a virtue of 
the analysis *Aacr-uáTTip is that it is morphologically and syntac
tically parallel to Ôeo~rTOTr|ç, whatever the first elements. I submit, 
then, that AGOUOCTTÎP is best viewed as based on a revised form of 

8 Op. cit. 94. 
9 Op. cit. 96. 
0 The first two portions of this complex equation are reflected in the literature, 

e.g. in Brugmann, Gr.Gr.i 1913, 110, fn. 2, with references to earlier literature. 
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this archaic genitive; thus, *Aaa-nSTTjp -> *Aaoa-piáTrip. It might 
be objected that in light of Lesb. ufjvvoç < *nnvaoç (I know of 
no clear example of *-a|i- after long vowel) we should expect 
*AaouuaTr¡p < **AcouuáT-np. However, it should be rioted that 
alongside ufjvvoç we find also nfjvoç, and in Thessalian ¡JSIVOÇ 

alongside usivvoç. 
Hence, our multiplicity of forms reduces by well known deve

lopments to a single original construction *Acc-ç + uSTnp. The 
only way to understand the reshaping to Aocoç- is by assuming 
an original genitive *Aoc-ç; otherwise there would have been no 
motivation for dismembering what would become a fossilized 
simplex. Therefore, with a zero-grade s ending (a moribund 
form in Greek, on which there would have been tremendous 
pressure for replacement by -oç), the stem must have been *5oc- in 
early Greek; cf., for zero-grade in both elements, Av. mrds. 

This seems to be as far as we can go on the evidence of Clas
sical alphabetic Greek. From the morphological shape of *6oc- it 
seems unlikely that the a goes back to a syllabic nasal. We will 
return presently to the matter of the length of the a. 

Although Mycenaean does not yet show us a reflex for De-
meter, it has shed valuable confirmatory light on the form of the 
name of Poseidon. Now Fick long ago hypothesized a relation 
between *TToasi-Aâç(-cov) and *Aâ-ucrrrip.11. The form of Posei
don's name should long ago have been clear to us on the basis 
of the abundant dialectal attestations. But the digamma in the 
inconsistent Corinthian TToTESafovi (disagreeing with 17OTE6C¡:VI) 

misled us where we should have been more rigorous. Thus, the 
exemplary Lejeune12 clearly stated: «Devant co, la longue n s'a
brège en s; de plus, en attique, eco se contracte en co (sauf si l'hiatus 
résulte de la chute d'un f)». Note this last, which correctly ac
counts for vscov < *vafcov. Yet Lejeune continues: «ion. Tloasi-
5écov, att. TToasiScov (de -âfcov; contracté en attique, malgré le 
caractère récent de l'hiatus)». Obviously, the hiatus cannot be 
recent, and can only be old, as all the other dialect evidence 

L. R. Palmer, Mycenaeans and Minoans2, 1965, 138, traces it back only to Kret-
schmer, who elaborated the notion. 
Traité de phonétique grecque 225, § 254. 
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tends to show. On the other hand, the Attic evidence shows by 
the loss of the r\ > £ that the alpha was originally incontrovertably 
long *cc. 

x iisiv give» «a. IUJ.1 l i s t ing u i î ù c v a i i i v a u a r n l u m i a , a Î UIV ĴN. 

survey of the interpretations of the elements in the name, and a 
good summary set of references to the literature. Yet, following 
Schwyzer, and with the Mycenaean forms before him, he gives 
an incorrect account of the implications of the vowel contractions: 
«Aus TÍOTeiSáfcov (wie Maxcc-cov, 'ApsTa-cov u.a. ; Schwyzer 521) 
entstand durch Kontraktion -8cov, -5áv; daneben -ôâs». As we 
have just seen, if a digamma had really been present, we would 
never find the stage of contraction reached in Attic -ÔÛÛV. 

O n the basis of flocrsiÔcov, Ion. TToo-eiSécov, Horn. TToasiÔaoov, 
Corinthian TTOTESCXV, Gret. TToTeiSav, Lesb. ÍToasíOáv, Boeot. 
ÍToTeiSáoví, Arc. TToaoi5avos, we may reconstruct only *T7OT(S)I-

Sâoùv. The forms of Myc. po-se-da-o(-nV), po-si-da-i-jo etc.14 now 
bear this out. 

Heubeck has tried15 to account for the background in the 
following fashion: The derivative in -a-i-jo shows that we have 
an old i-stem. Therefore, we start from *potei-da(h)ôn \ poti-da(h)os16, 
with *dns- seen in Salvai.17 *poti-da(h)os > *posi-da(h)os, posi-
da(h)i(i)os, which then contaminates *potei-da(h)5n to *posei-

13 GEW 2.583 (1966). 
14 See A. Morpurgo, Lexicon 258-9. 
16 IF 64.225-40, 1959. 
16 Frisk, GEW 2.583, accepts, without justification, the old view that TTocn- is a more 

recent form of the vocative FIOTEI-. Tha t they are both of substantial age, and, 
more important, that they are allocated to clear syntactic functions (vocative 
generalized in the god's name, and nominative ^-accusative] in the phrasally 
compounded derivative adjective) is shown by the highly consistent Mycenaean 
forms. Given the phrasal source of these forms and such derivatives as T7oai6r)ïoç, 
TToat6rjïcov -Secbv, Boeot. ÎToTi6ai)(oç, one might have reconstructed the same 
situation without the aid of Mycenaean; but the confirmation should settle all 
doubt. Kretschmer is correct in rejecting TTOTOI- (Pergam. TToTOtSav, Arcad. TTocroi-
and the Laconized TTo/zoïôccv) as an ablaut variant. Morphologically it should 
not occur in such a range of forms. Instead, it must represent an assimilation to 
the preceding syllable (not an infrequent phenomenon in Greek) of an earlier 
rioTSi-. 

17 Frisk cites this equation with doubt on lexical (semantic) grounds. See below 
the stronger phonological argument. 
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da{h)on. The last is then contaminated in the final element by 
ÍTaiáfcov = Myc. pa-ja-wo > TTaiácov, and gives TTocreiSacov > 
ÍToasiOécov. The flaw in this argument, which is certainly unobjec
tionable as far as the Mycenaean stage, is in the later chronology, 
involving the cross with TTaiáfcov. In order to get the long alpha 
Heubeck is obliged to accept too the digamma. But, as we have 
just seen, Attic shows us crucially (apart from the other direct 
but ambiguously manipulable evidence) that the digamma was 
never there; or else the contraction would have failed to take 
place. 

Thus we need no intervention of TTatáfcov (a gain in itself), 
and we must start directly from * potei-dâ{h)5n ¡ poti-dâ{h)os. 
Underlying this, we posit a phrase, often heard in the vocative, 
naturally18, *potis das 'Lord of (the) Da19 ' . 

Now let us return to Demeter. To explain Aeolic Aco- we 
invoked *Aao-. Tha t is *ao yields Aeolic co (e.g. Boeot. crouÀcov-
TSÇ, as in verbs in -áco). The assumption of this contraction also 
helps to explain as hyper-forms such Lesbian formations as irovaco, 
TTToáco, and asiaco in expected -èco and -óco types. On the other 
hand, *ao yields Aeolic co, Attic-Ionic (s)co (e.g. Lesb. as, Boeot. 
Ss, Att . -Ion. ECOS, though this is probably from *&fos; gen. p]. 
Lesb. Thess. Boeot. -âv, Ion. -écov, Att. -cov < *-5sôN). Therefore 
Aco|JionT|p cannot be explained at all by starting directly from a 
pre-form *Acxo-. We must, for maximum economy and expla
natory power, posit *Aâos + pcnrrip > *Aâ-s + nônrip. 

On the other hand, we have just seen that the name of Poseidon 
requires an origin in *TTOTIS + 5cxs20. I t should be clear, then, 
that the first element of Demeter and the final element of Poseidon 
cannot be, in simple terms, identical ; that is, they are not in origin 
the phonetically same form of the same word. They could thus easily 
be unrelated. 

Many given names in modern Romanian, Bulgarian, and Serbo-Croatian are 
frozen vocatives. There is a rich and dispersed Balkanist literature on this. Cf. also 
the Boeotian hypocoristic names in -si, thought also to be frozen vocatives. 
If Albanian were to continue this we would expect *dua do-, or perhaps (from 
an old sandhi form) *dhua dho-. 

This, of course, eliminates on strong phonological grounds Heubeck's suggestion 

of *dns: Sccfivca. 
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However, this does not prevent them, if they are morpholo
gically Indo-European21 , from being regular variants of the same 
word. In that case, we would have *-Ôccç < *dâs, and *Accç-
<*dds. In laryngeal terms of IE ablaut these would be *deHas and 
*dHas respectively. Now both these have been analyzed earlier 
as being old genitives; and so they may well have been regarded 
by prehistoric Greeks. But, if the root was actually *deHas-, it 
might have had a declension of the form : 

nom. *deHas-s < *dàs 
gen. *dHas-(e/o)s < *ddsés, ddsòs, dps(s) 
combining form *dHas- < *dds-

Thus, unless we assume vocalic levelling in the paradigm, 
*T7OTIÇ Accç could have meant the (titular) 'Lord Das'22, while 
*Aâç-nâTTip could have meant 'the Das-mother' or 'the mother 
of Das' . If that were so, *dâs- would have no obvious known 
common-noun meaning. 

If such a noun lies behind the forms of Demeter, it is even 
possible that Aco- and An- etc. are equally old. For *Aáa-[io:Tr|p 
could contain the combining form *dss-, while *Aaos + liánxip 
could reflect the old genitive *ddsós. 

Finally, if the latter reasoning is correct, on grounds of mor
phological and syntactic argument, but in ignorance of the ori
ginal semantics, Demeter was the mother of Poseidon. 
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Either by inheritance or by very early prehistoric assimilation that would be by 
definition without distinctive chronological characteristics. 

The syntax would be the same as Juppiter, but the order (which has been sugges
tively linked with the Semitic Levant) would be different. 




